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PROJECT DESCRIPTION   

 

Project Outline 

The mechanistic understanding of chemical reactions at the solid-liquid interface of chemical 
processes involving nanoscale coordination compounds (NSCC), has received little 
experimental attention and is mostly described by computational techniques.1 Such 
knowledge is crucial to understand the advantages and disadvantages of NSCC. As far as we 
know, such processes have not been investigated in detail for NSCC before. In a recent 
study,2 as proof of principle, we demonstrated the efficiency of ligand substitution reactions 
at the solid-liquid interface of a submicron Au(I) carbene complex using an anti-solvent 
technique. A reproducible method was developed with which submicron particles of an Au(I) 
NSCC can undergo ligand substitution reactions at the solid–liquid interface of a multiphase 
chemical reaction. The resulting particles were analyzed by a combination of SEM, DLS and 
EDX spectroscopy in the solid state, and their optical properties by UV/Vis spectroscopy in 
ethanol solution. In this model system the chlorido ligand of the Au(I) complex in the solid 
state was systematically displaced by iodide from the surrounding solvent in which the 
submicron particles were insoluble. 
 

Project goals 

- To investigate the modification of NSCC (in the solid state) via the interaction with strong 
nucleophiles (in solution) to induce typical ligand substitution and redox reactions within 
the coordination sphere of the NSCC. 

- To investigate the role of homogeneous-heterogeneous interactions that can contribute 
to the efficiency of such reactions through a systematic variation of reaction conditions in 
terms of temperature, pH, ultrasound and solvent effects. 

- To contribute to the mechanistic clarification of multiphase ligand substitution reactions 
and their ability to affect the redox potential of NSCC in applications dealing with redox 
cell biology. 

 
Significance of the proposal 
- The interaction of NSCC in the solid state with potential ligands in an anti-solvent, has the 

ability to induce ligand substitution as well as redox reactions in the solid state.  



- Following the principles of coordination chemistry, the functional properties of NSCC can 
be affected by ligand exchange reactions on the surface of such materials.  

- Ru(II) and Ru(III) NSCC that show promising antitumor behavior, have the potential to be 
modified during the transport process through ligand substitution reactions that could in 
principle affect their biological activity. 

 
Work plan 
- The reactions of complex 1 were investigated for the entering nucleophiles KI, NEt4I, Na2S, 

thiourea and NaCN.2 The series will now be extended to complexes 2 and 3 to determine 
the effect of the alkane back-bone on the overall reactivity of the carbene complexes in 
reactions with the series of nucleophiles quoted above. 
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- A systematic study of ligand substitution reactions on NSCC of Ru(II)-polypyridyl 

complexes will be undertaken as a function of the anti-solvent, sonication time, 
nucleophilicity and concentration of the entering ligand, surfactant type and 
concentration, pH, temperature and reaction time. Preliminary results showed that such 
NSCC can indeed be formed in the case of [RuII(terpy)(bipy)Cl]Cl: 

 

 
 

- The activation of small molecules such as O2, CO2, NO and H2O2, i.e. processes that are of 
fundamental interest to biology,3 will be studied with the application of NSCC of Fe(III) 
and Co(III) porphyrin complexes.  

- Finally, redox reactions of NSCC of Ru(III) will be studied with suitable redox partners 
based on our earlier work in homogeneous solution.4  

 
Such systematic studies will enable us to gain more insight into the mechanism of ligand 
substitution and electron transfer reactions at the solid-liquid interface of chemical 
processes.  
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Required initial knowledge and skills of the PhD candidate 

 Basic understanding of transition metal coordination chemistry 

 Basic understanding of reaction kinetics in solution  

 Keen to learn new techniques and instrumentation 

 Eager to work hard and contribute to the success of the project 

 Keen to be part of a dynamic research team 
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